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REPORT FROM THE PRESIDENT

.. In my first reoort as your new oresWent, I wou'd like
.to express the thanks- of the ^e-ieral membership to the I07O-7I
.council and executive for the work done on our behalf in arranging
and conducting meetings, planning observing nights and in handing^
the business affairs of the centre.

It was very gratifying to see such a large turnout at
the, October meeting. The rapt attention paid our speaker,

' Mr. David Ellis, and the enthusiastic resoons* to his discussion of
the'many interesting and important aspects of our very nearest
stellar neighbours, suggest that this year's program is off to a
good start. We are pleased to have David as a member of the Edmon
ton Centre, and can expect that he will play a significant role in
the activities of the centre.

For an evening of eating and listening pleasu-e, come to
the annual banquet on November 8 at the University of Alberta
Faculty Club. The usual fine food will be comelemented this "year
by Dr, Gordon Rostoker's talk entitled "The Northern Lights,
Violence in the Sky".

There were two points raised by Mr. Ellis on which I
would like to comment. The first is that the Observer's Handbook
is not only useful when one is planning, or,engaged in, observations
at the telescope, it also contains a wealth of fascinating, and fre-'.
quently overlooked, information on the physical oroperties of indivi
dual stars and their dynamical behavior. Often, these little details
are hidden away in tables to which'observers rarely refer. If there
are parts.of the Handbook with which you are unfamiliar, take some
time to'examine them now: vou are bound to learn something; new, and
may discover material of use in your observing program.

Mr. Ellis referred several times to the fact that astro-
metric work is slowly beins; phased-out at many observatories. In
fact, '-here are a number of fields of "classical" astronomy which
are often thought not to De very exiting or important and which are
falling by the wayside. Such wor> as -.he measurement of parallax,
proper motion, radical velocity and visual binaries is being aban
doned or pushed aside by established observatories and ignored by
young astronomers in favour of the study of pulsars, quasars, distant
galaxies, and so on. But, can we ever hope to understand the details
of the structure and composition of the Universe as a whole, or the
phenomena of high-energy astroohysics if we have not developed a clear
and unambiguous picture of individual stars, our local solar neigh
bourhood and the Milky Way galaxy? I think not. There are only"a few



dozen (not thousand or hundred, but'dozen!) really well-determined
masses of individual stars, and what data we have results largely
from the work of a very few dedicated observers of visual binaries.
The uncertainty in the Sun's distance from the galactic centre is
at least 10$ (asmuch as 30% if we are to believe some astronomers.),
but the accuracy of our distance scales is ultimately dependent on
the measurement of the parallaxes, proper motions and radial veloci
ties of nearby stars. How can anyone justify the abandonment of any
of these areas of research? There is much uncertainty about the local
spiral arm structure, and about "he relative position and mo+ion of
the Sun. Again, these are problems whose solutions will require
further work along "classical" lines.

We can only suggest that, people who* feel that, work in
modern, high-energy astrophysics is the only work worthy of their
attention simply lack the patience and careful attention to detail
that characterized astrometrists such as David Elli's, and, further,
that they have little understanding of the fundamental unity of our
science.

,

•
Dr. D. P. Hube .

PRESIDENT'S AWARD 1971 At the Annual Banouet on November 8th at
the Faculty Club on the University Campus the 1070-71 Observer of
the Year will be honoured. This year's winner, whose name will be
announced at the banquet, met all of the conditions set forth by the
outgoing President Mr. Franklin C. Loehde and will be presented with
the PRESIDENT'S AWARD at that time.

The secretary says:

The new 1971 - 72 term of our Edmonton Centre is off \
again with a new slate of executive and council members.

The past terms secretary, Mrs. Rusch has i^ove-o her
capability so well that she has now oecome our vice-president.

The member who previously stirred the coffee now wields
., a shaky pen,

-

At our October 18th meeting it was reported that a'.-
• Communication Committee has been set up under the chairmanship of

Mr. Angus Smith. This committee will promote various ways.to help
. those interested to become more aware of our organization, .

• •-..• '' ' ... .. '--.;'
Anyone, interested in joining the' exciting-^Eclipse

Excursion to Tuktoyakttik,' do phone Paul Deans at 488-6298.
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The Annual Banquet Meeting will be held on November 8th
at 7:00 P.M. in the Faculty Club of the University of Alberta
Guest speaker .will .be--Dr. Gordon Rostoke'r. This a,gain promises to
be an evenitlg-'t'S be enjoyed''by everyone.1 For your tickets at only
$4.0,0 eac,h,-.-pTease. pb.on.-e our treasurer,. ,Mke'"J)ostalvat as
soon! as BossiblW. ;''"'VV:',1V; • •••/. \\ \ .„,. \

j j _ „., ^-*r-::*»y .,; .'•• -U
i" -The annual'membership fees are; due again as ,.of„,October,

i A hearty, welcome- is• again exteiided to the hew members
who joined -our society at our, October meeting, , „._ ;

be^s... Following is t4^-list,of the msmbe'rsNwho have' accepted
to serve for the 1971 - 72 termr.-.^se-: list attached)'
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Astronomy Cross word Puzzle

Across

1. First- man to orbit the earth.

10. Unit of French superficial measure,
IJ. A system for measuring years.
16. Bright star of Pleiades.
21. Past tense of the verb "be".
51.. French solar astronomer.
33. A meteor leaves a 35 3°" ain.
57. Second planet from the sun.
42.. Observatory with the largest v - •

refractor.

40. Abbre.. for Carbon Dioxide, "48 4_9".
52. A comrade
55* Used to lure fish to the hook.
59. Markings on Mars "59 60 6l 62 LS".
65. French solar astronomer.
67. A heavenly body that shines at

night.

Down

1.

%
4.

5.
7.

1*.

54,

?6.

41.

45.

52.
55.
57.
59.

Force of attraction

stellar system, "3 10 18 25 30 y".
Const, in southern hem. "Altar".
To separate close stars or details.

Constructed the first reflecting
telescope.
Abbre. for space research ... _.
organization.
Abbre.. for astronomical society
dl4 22 sc".

. Opposet of no.
,. Southern Const, which contains the

small Magellanie Cloud.
American satellite used for

transmitting radio anc1 T.-V.-
Having to do *ith the sun.-
"45 5_1 58 66" Peak National
Observatory.

A quick touch with the hand.-

Initials of Bob LongJohn.-
Innermost Galilean moon of Jupiter
Abbre. for Communication Satillite,

Answer to Crossword puzzle next Month.

Robert Paul
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1^
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Librarian: Mr. Dave R. Bruner,

Member - at - Large: Mr. Brian Dowling,

Observers' Group
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SECRETARY'S REPORT FOR CHS YEAR 1970 - 1971.
•

This year our Centre again held regular monthly meetings
at the University of Alberta Campus.

We' started on October 19 with the Annual Meeting, at
which time the new Executive and Council were elected. This was
followed by the Annual Bannuet at the Faculty Club of the University,
on Nov. 9. At this occasion the following awards were presented;
The McBain Trophy for Astrophotography to Brian Martin.
The President's Award for Observational Activities to Bob Blaxley.

The programs and speakers of the eight regular meetings
were:

October - Mr. -Bob Nelson, Calgary Planetarium:
"Safari to the Mexican Eclipse".

November - Dr. G.W. Hodgson, Calgary:
"The origin of life in outer space".

December - Films: "Time-lapse photography of the planet".
"Construction of the Isaac Newton 'Telescope".

January - Mr. Wt. Cable:' Demonstration of the Planetarium
Projector (held at the Queen Elizabeth
Planetarium).

February - Mr, Alan Backwell, Nat. Research Council:
"Meteorite Observation and Recovery".

March 8 - Dr. Allan Clark, University of Calgary:
"Infra-red Astronomy".

March 23 - K.O. Wright, Ph.D., Dominion Astrophsical Ovservatorv:
"The Evolution of Double Stars".

May - E.S. •Keepings, B.Sc., A.R.C.S. (Lond.), D.I.'C.:
"Voyage to the Galapogos Islands".

Film: "The Radio Sky".

Two outdoor events for all members were organized: A
picnic and observing session in June, and an "Observing Extravaganza"
in September, Both were held at the U. of A. Devon Observatory
Site.

The Observer's Group continued to meet' regularly to c .Lr.". ,„
exchange ideas, which they found very valuable.

A number of new telescopes were completed during the- year,
and soon nut to use. - ..

•. The Observing hischlierhts had to be the two very'successful
grazing occultation expeditions,-one a point effort with the Calgary-
Centre. These successes have generated increased interest in these
important events, so we expect more grazing expeditions in the
future.

(Mrs.) Jenny Rusch,
'Secretary.



S-I8 BERNARD LOVELL IN 5DMONTON An overflow crowd over nearly 800
enthusiastic Edmontonians turned out to the Students' Union Theatre

on October 20th to hear the Director of the World-famous Jodrell

Bank Radio Telescone, Sir Bernard Lovell, present a lalk entitled
"Man and the Universe". In non-technical language Sir Bernard
traced the history of cosmology from the universe as revealed by
Edmund "Hubble's ln0-inch reflector at Mount Wilson Observatory to
radio astronomy's study of the outer reaches of space, The enigmas
of astronomy, the quasars, were mentioned as one mystery that would
Have to be explained before an adequate theory of the origin and
evolution of the universe could be accepted and to this prospect
he indicated his confidence.

Sir Bernard also clearly indicated that much yet had to be
be done and the telescopes in the 150 inch range had much to con
tribute. He indicated that he hoped that the over-emphasis on
space flight technology would be re-balanced in favour of less
costly and more fundamental research through visual and radio tele
scopes. He singled out in particular the proposed Queen Elizabeth
Telescope in British Columbia as being worthy of support,

'

SOLAR ECLIPSE 1972

If you are Still seriously thinking of joining with the
Calgarv Centre and going north to Tuktoyaktuk, now is the time to
indicate your' interest.

Leave Sundav afternoon1 July 9, view the eclipse July 10,
and return- Tuesday morning July 11 (probably)* No Worries: Total
Comfort! Little Money*. ($140 or less) >' '

There will be a Solar Eclipse Sheet at the November
Banquet. If you are at all interested in going, please leave
your name, address, phone number, and indicate any equipment you
might wish to take. If you will not be at the meeting, but would
like to go, write or phone me as soon as possible.

If you sign up, you will not be committing yourself to
the project. First payment of half the fare will not be necessary
until Feb. 1972. But we need to know who is serious about going.
So IF YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT GOING PLEASE INDICATE THIS TO ME NOW!

Paul Deans
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Astronomical Quiz

1, What does the term immersion stand for?

2, What is Culmination?

3, How many Messier objpcts are there in Coma Berenices?

4, In what constellation is the "Pelican Nebula"' located?

5, In Coma Berenices what NGC is the neighbor to M53?

6, The "Eskimo Nebula" is the popular name for NGC

7, What galactic culster in Hydra is now believed to be Identical
with the missing Messibr object M48?

8, How many of the four brightest asteroids will come to opposition
in 1971?

'

9, Of the asteriods that will be visible what are their names?

10. What are the names of the two suspected areas of showing changes
on the moon?

11. What is the surface temperature on Venus?

12. What is the name of the first Pulsar discovered, P - 1.337 sec?

13. One Parsec is equal to lisht years?

14. How old is the Moon?

Answers to be found elsewhere in Stardust

.Near Infra-Red Photography for the Amateur Astronomer Part I.
by - Gerald Cecil.

. •

For the past few months, I have been experimenting with
infra-red astrophotography In an attempt to evaluate its usefullness
and to determine the nscossary techniques in its use to ensure
successful results, . From my limited experience in this specialized
area I hope to pass on useful information (gained at great expense
in wasted film) concering pitfalls and how to overcome them, techniques
for focusing, exposing, and processing, I hope that all this will
be of use to someone and that astrophotographers, onco arra&d with the
necessrry data will forge ahead in this interesting scientifically
rewarding, but relatively untouched field,.

'



But, before I go into it, the obvious question arises.
Why?. .. »hy go into the infra-red for Photographs when there is....so
much light (of the visible spectrum) about? The nain reason is that
the average correctly exposed and developed infra-red photograph
contains much more information than does a photograph ma.de in visual
light. In the case of the moon, where most of my efforts have 'oecm
concentrated., infra-red film, as well as recording the different '
albedoes of the various lunar regions, also records the relative
lunar temperatures. Obviously, a full moon need no longer be just
a nuisance.and in Infra-rod appears as a very interesting and scien
tifically rewarding object. Lunar eclipses, (especially 'total) provide
the most information, for in a few minutes, the lunar surface temper
ature plunges from 260F to-250F with the result that surface features
that are hotter than surrounding areas appear lighter in an infra-red
photograph, indicating Possible sources of enternal heat on the
supposedly dead moon. (This could also be due to occurence of surface
materials©* -different specific heat.) These-.photographs have^rue'
scientific value especially as the -'.majority o£ these so-called "hot
snots" occur in areas where TLP's (Transit Lunar Phenomena) have
been reported, giving- some support to the volcanic nature of these'
events. Solar eclipse' photographs extend our observations of the
corona into the infra-red. Infra-red has other properties useful to
the smog bound city dweller as well. With infra-red, one can cut <
through city and galactic smog and photograph the nuclear regions of
our galaxy.

What type of telescope to use? Here we are faced with a
problem. In a refractor, the primary lens refracts, or bends the •
light to a focus. Unfortunately, all wavelengths of light are not
equally refracted. The chromatic (or colour) aberat^on in refractors
is the worst in this respect. Most astronomical refractors to-day
consist of two or more components of different refracive index, to cor
correct this defect, but only, for certain wavelengths, usually chosen
in the yellow-green where the eye is most sensitive to light, is the'
correction near perfect. Some refractors are corrected for the blue
end of the soectrum, for photographic work with orthochromatic plates
now that panchromatic plates ^nd films are available in such proff-^
ussion, there is not much point in purchasing a two-element objective.
Because all light does not "focus in the same place when you focus
for visible light in a refractor (about5500 Angstroms) you do not
focus for near infra-red light (from 750^ to 14,000 ang.). This out
of focus light makes no difference with panchromatic emulsions as
they are not sensitive to infra-red light, but with infrff-red film"
the whole, idea is to record this out of focus blur. Obviously, this
out-Cf-focus plur must be put' <n focus to make the-whole thing worth
while: i>0 what does one do? ;pne WaV( nQt very practical is tQ return
to the good-old-days" so to speak by constructing a verv long focus
(flOO) telescope to bring .he focal plane for infra-red close' enough
to that for visual light to for all intents and purposes, make them
the same. This will, allow you to ohotograph and record detail in the
infrared. At fI00 though, on the mounting that you would neod to
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support the telescope, the detail you could capture would be almost
non existant.. So much for that idea: A more practical answer might
be to try test exposures with the film and filter combination that
you plan to use. (more about this in Part 2 next .month) •

For my own efforts I have used a Minolta SRC-101 camera
bodv and an^.5" f/6 Newtonian r?flector on a driven German Equatorial
located in th.3 middle of a polluted city on a fairly sturdy roof •'.
mounting. In -ty system the telescope is first centered on the object
to be photographed, then focussed through the No. 7° re<I filter.
The drive is switched on, the camera's mirror locked up, and the
shuttar opened with a cabls: release.

Part 2 will deal with lunar exposures for infrared, process
ing, interpreting the results, film and filter selection, This
article was reprinted from Montreals Newsletter,

.

Answers to Astronomical Quiz

1. Term sometimes used for the disappearance phase of an eclipse or
occultation.

2, The transit of a star or other celestial body across the observer's
merdian.

3. Seven 9. Pallas and Vesta

4. Cygnus 10, Alnhonsus and Aristarchus

5. NGC 5^3 11. 100 degrees F.
12

6. NGC 2392 12. CP 1919

7. TOC 254'^ 1.3. 3.263 lisrht years

8. Two 14. ?????

Observing Notes for November

Mercury- It is an evening star, and greatest enlongation is on the
23rd. However it is an unfavourable enlongation, being less
than 10 degrees above the south-west horizon at sunset,
mag "0,1

Venus - It is an evening star visible very low In the south-west for
about an hour after sunset, mag ~3«3

Mars - In Aquarius, it is wf»ll up in ths south-east at sunset and
sets at about midnight, mag -0,4

Jupiter- It is verv low in the south-west at sunset .and"sets within
an hour, mag "1,3



Saturn - In Taurus, it rises just after sunset, o "(position is on the
25th, mag"0.2

Uranus - In Virgo, moves into the morning sky. m?.g+5.7
Neptune- Sets just before sunset.
Pluto - In Coma. mag+l4

Moon Phases and Distances

Full Moon
Last Quarter
New Moon

First Quarter

November

Perigee 2, 2h
Apogee 15, 15h

^November 2» 12:20
November 9» 20:51
Novemberl8, 1:46
November25,

Distances

222,300 mi
252,300 mi

Diameter

33* 2.4"
29' 2-6"

Meteor Showers for November:

The first shower is the Taurids on November 5, Position
at max RA 03h 32m, Dec +14. The observation of this shower will be '
hampered due to the full moon.

The second shower in the Leonids on November 17. Position"
at max, RA 10h 08m, Doc +22. This should be a °;ood shower as there
is a. new moon.

For iore information consult vour Handbook and Sky & Telescope,

.
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EDITORS' MESSAGE

I would like to thank Brian Dowling for the excellent job
he has done, as past editor of Stardust, and hope I will do as good
a job.

To insure .a good newsletter various articles will be needed
during the upcoming year.

Articles, projects, criticism which you feel wil benifit
someone in the centre, may be' sent to Keith Enhagen 4604-lo4 A Ave,
the articles to ihsure printing in the next issue of Stardust should
be sent at least 2-3 weeks before the next general meeting.

•

Keith Enhagen

"'
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Meeting: November 8th at 7:00 p.m. at the Faculty Club at the
,.4 . U. of A. This is the annual banquet, and tickets should

be obtained in advance.

Speaker: The speaker for this meeting is Dr. G, Rostoker's, "The
Northern Lights, Violence in the Sky".
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